Physical activity and the coronavirus pandemic: an urgent time to change the recommendation focus

Atividade física e a pandemia de coronavirus: um momento urgente para mudança no foco das recomendações

ABSTRACT

The COVID-19 pandemic is disrupting the routine daily life of millions of people. The pandemic associated restrictive measures impose unprecedented challenges, including the need to stay physically active in a social distancing scenario that drastically reduces access to physical activity (PA) spaces and opportunities. Therefore, we aimed to discuss the need for an urgent change in the main focus of PA recommendations. The total of PA needed for health promotion has been focused on the minimum of 150 min/mode-to-vigorous PA/week. It is time for a call for action toward shifting the focus of PA recommendations. Instead of the traditional “doing at least 150 min/week of PA, and less than that if you can’t reach that goal”, recommendations should emphasize the idea of “move more, sit less and, if possible, accumulate 150 min/PA/week. The coronavirus pandemic, its associated social distancing and impacts on PA opportunities impose an urgent change in PA recommendation main focus.
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Introduction

The COVID-19 was declared a public health emergency of international concern by the World Health Organization (WHO). This pandemic is disrupting the routine daily life of millions of people worldwide and impacting global physical and mental health. As of Aug 30, 2020, more than 24.8 million people had laboratory-confirmed COVID-19 cases globally. The outbreak is forcing public health agencies and governments to recommend or take preventive measures that may include putting cities on lockdown, closing schools, and avoiding crowded places. Despite the disparity of those measures between countries or regions, social distancing and the “stay home” message have...
been globally recommended. The outbreak itself and its associated restrictive measures impose unprecedented challenges, including the need to stay physically active during this social distancing period. Recent data have shown a plummet in worldwide physical activity (PA)\(^\circ\). Even though increased flexibilization of the procedures to control the pandemic has been noted in many countries so far, social/physical distancing recommendations will probably last longer worldwide, mainly for people at high risk of severe COVID-19 and where the number of cases is still growing.

**Current PA recommendations and the Coronavirus Pandemic**

Recent papers addressing PA during the coronavirus pandemic highlight a PA level reduction worldwide, as well as overall, anti-inflammatory and immunologic benefits of moderate PA, new challenges, and practical suggestions to be active at home\(^2\)\(^4\)\(^\circ\). However, the current public health emergency requires a shift in the main focus of PA recommendations. It is time for recommendations to also emphasize the health benefits of doing any PA, even when the amount performed is below the traditional goal of 150 minutes of moderate-to-vigorous PA (MVPA) per week\(^3\).

Since the first public health recommendation on PA, published in the 90’s, the message of 150 minutes/MVPA/week has been widely disseminated. Many evidence-based documents have been published so far, reinforcing the idea of a minimum of 150 minutes/MVPA/week. The 2010-WHO recommendations state that “Adults aged 18–64 years should do at least 150/min of moderate-intensity aerobic PA throughout the week…”\(^6\). The 2\(^\text{nd}\) edition of PA guidelines for Americans, although introducing the concept of “some PA is better than none,” states that for substantial health benefits, adults should do at least 150-300 minutes/week of moderate-intensity PA\(^7\). There is no doubt about the outstanding scientific quality and relevance of those and other recommendations showing that at least 150 minutes/MVPA/week represents an evidence-based goal to be followed by the general population. However, the focus on the idea of “at least 150 minutes/week for substantial benefits” may discourage those who cannot reach that goal, either because of individual, environmental or socioeconomic factors and/or due to unexpected and dramatic situations like the coronavirus pandemic.

The WHO is currently conducting an outstanding effort to join up experts to update its guidelines on PA and sedentary behavior. The document draft, available for consultation, albeit emphasizing that “Adults should do at least 150 minutes to 300 minutes of moderate-intensity aerobic physical activity throughout the week…”, incorporates, as a conditional recommendation with moderate quality evidence, that “Some physical activity is better than none…”\(^5\), and that if adults are not meeting the above recommendations, “doing some physical activity will bring benefits to health”. This draft is dated March 26, a few days after the WHO declared the COVID-19 a global pandemic on March 11.

So, WHO is having a window of opportunity to update its PA and sedentary behavior guidelines while evaluating the effect of the coronavirus pandemic on populations’ PA levels and the new sanitary situation that will undoubtedly impact the traditional PA promotion policies. A collective effort from health, educational, PA and sports institutions and expert leaders is needed to avoid physical inactivity and to spread the idea that any PA is better than none\(^3\). The unpredictable health effects of social distancing and recommendations to avoid crowded places are imposing the need to rethink PA promotion. Experts need to reevaluate PA promotion strategies and to conduct novel studies to continuously evaluate issues such as efficacy and feasibility in this new public health context. Meanwhile, changing the focus of the main message is supported by evidence showing the health benefits of doing less than the traditional 150 minutes/MVPA/week and the ones that show the impact of the way the message is delivered in human behavior\(^5\)\(^7\)\(^11\).

Considering that our society overvalues perfectionism, the idea of some is better than none on a scenario which always highlights the 150 minutes/week as a minimum goal might sound like a consolation prize instead of a positive message. Notably, the guideline produced by the European branch of the WHO for people in self-quarantine without any symptoms or diagnosis of acute respiratory illness states the well-known PA recommendation message (“…150 minutes of moderate-intensity or 75 minutes of vigorous-intensity physical activity per week, or a combination of both”), without making any remark to the health benefits that can be attained with PA performed below those thresholds.

**Health-related benefits of PA bellow current recommendations**

An innovative 2016 paper pointed out the lack of a
minimum PA amount threshold for health benefits. Supported by epidemiological studies, randomized clinical trials, and meta-analyses, the authors underlined that PA-associated health benefits might occur even at remarkably low volumes of PA, not only for healthy individuals but also for people living with chronic diseases. The focus on promoting the health benefits of doing less than 150 minutes/MVPA/week might be especially important for older adults for whom this threshold might be harder to achieve and for whom doing MVPA below current recommendations resulted in a remarkable 22% reduction in mortality. Also, the older population is at higher risk of COVID-19, and many of them have associated conditions that are associated with insufficient PA and, at the same time, increase the risk of more severe cases of COVID-19, such as obesity, diabetes, and hypertension. The benefits of less than 150 minutes/MVPA/week are also readily identifiable in Figure 1, in which a PA correspondent to only 27% of the target one (150/minutes/MVPA/week) results on 50% of the total reduction of all-cause mortality associated with PA, i.e., an excellent cost-benefit relationship. However, current recommendations keep focusing on the idea that “…for substantial health benefits, adults should do at least 150-300 minutes/week of moderate-intensity PA”.

It is also important to highlight that replacing sedentary time with light-intensity PA is also associated with a mortality reduction. A cohort study has also demonstrated that as few as approximately 4,400 steps/day was associated with a significant reduction in mortality rates among older women.

The importance of a recommendation as a tool to motivate people to achieve health-promoting activity levels has been recently pointed out. Recommendations prescribing a lower amount of PA were associated with positive mindsets effect that in turn predicted higher self-efficacy and PA.

**A new approach for PA recommendations for Public Health**

Researches about the influence of the coronavirus pandemic on populations’ PA levels are ongoing but it is still too soon to know the exact impact of it, its magnitude, and lasting on the worldwide PA level. However, we are leaving “a tale of two pandemics” – the 2012-named physical inactivity pandemic and the novel coronavirus one. In other words, this might be a new and powerful syndemic, which is a synergy of epidemics occurring simultaneously in time and place, interacting and producing a complex situation. With the possible negative impact of the latest on the previous one, we will need new and more aggressive strategies to get people active during and after the COVID-19 pandemic. Thereafter, we strongly suggest that part of the new effort that needs to be implemented is an adjustment on the message of PA recommendations for public health.

It is necessary to recognize that the choice for the main focus of a public health message is not just a matter of subtlety of writing. The way the message is presented may have a dramatic impact on the target population. The 2002-Nobel Memorial Prize in Economic Sciences, Daniel Kahneman, has pointed out

\[ A = 2.2 \text{ MET-hours per Week} \]

\[ = 40 \text{ min of brisk walking per week} \]

![Figure 1 – Relationship of MVPA to all-cause mortality, adapted from the 2nd edition of PA guidelines for Americans](image)
the importance of the framing effect on decision making. The way in which a message is presented may enlist different emotions and have a profound impact on one’s decision. Using a classic example that describes the odds of a surgery success, one would be much more comfortable when the message is presented as 90% of success as compared to 10% of dying one month after the surgery\textsuperscript{10}. By analogy, one might be more prone to engage in PA when the message (recommendation) emphasize that any PA is worthy, it is associated with health benefits and much better than none, instead of focusing on a minimum threshold. As stated by Tversky \& Kahneman, “Framing the consequences of a public policy in positive or in negative terms can greatly alter its appeal”\textsuperscript{11}. In that sense, WHO launched the \#BeActive and \#HealthyAtHome campaigns to help people to stay active during and after the pandemic, including the importance of having fun and of reducing sedentary behavior. These campaigns, even not calling for changes in WHO PA recommendations, suggest new approaches such as the use of technologies, online classes, break up sitting time, dancing, playing active videogames, and considering PA a way to stay in contact with family and improve mental health.

Thereafter, it is time for a call for action toward shifting the focus of the PA recommendations for public health. Instead of the traditional doing at least 150 minutes/MVPA/week and less than that if you can’t reach that goal, PA recommendations should emphasize the idea of move more, sit less and, if possible, accumulate 150 minutes/MVPA/week, highlighting that every step counts. This new emphasis is especially important for disadvantaged populations who have fewer alternatives to do PA at home and the elderly (or any other group at higher risk), to whom the stay home message is strongly recommended. Importantly, people at risk of severe COVID-19 represent a massive part of the population. According to Rezende et al., this proportion in Brazil is estimated from 34.0 to 54.5\% of the nationwide adult population. The authors highlight that their findings “support broad social isolation measures, particularly when testing capacity for SARS-CoV-2 is limited”\textsuperscript{11}.

Essentially, there is no naïve expectation that changing the focus of PA recommendation message will drastically impact on PA promotion. PA is a complex behavior that is influenced by a myriad of individual and social determinants. Also, the probable more important factor that could acutely improve (or restore) populational PA levels is the end or desirable control of coronavirus pandemic, which is certainly more urgent than changing PA message focus. However, and considering that the control of the pandemic is related to social distancing and preventive measures that impose the urgent necessity to rethink PA promotion strategies, the proposed change is plausible, evidence-based, and feasible in a short period of time. Its objective impact on PA level will need further studies.

**Final considerations**

In summary, the “stay home” message and all other protective measures recommended by the WHO and other reference institutions require new strategies on how to meet PA guidelines for healthy living. It is necessary to target the less active people and those that might not be able to accumulate 150 minutes/MVPA/week. Both groups urgently need, more than ever, to be confident that accumulating less than that is worthy and associated with health benefits. There is evidence to support the proposed shift in the message, both from a health perspective, as well as the one from the human decision-making process. Furthermore, other strategies such as the \#BeActive and \#HealthyAtHome WHO’s campaigns must be considered toward an active lifestyle, during and after the pandemic.

Therefore, highlighting the message that any PA is good and better than nothing should be considered a priority, in addition to all novelty that specialists and leading institutions like the WHO are proposing to help the public to stay active during this unprecedented situation. In times of the coronavirus pandemic, isolation, social distancing, and any other circumstances that may prevent people from being more active, this change in the PA recommendation focus is urgent.
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